SNOHOMISH COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION

CHIEF PILOT

BASIC FUNCTION

The primary duties of this position are in support of the Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office (SCSO) aviation unit and equipment. The Chief Pilot manages all aspects of the Air Support Unit (ASU). The ASU provides airborne law enforcement, search and rescue (SAR), and firefighting capabilities to Snohomish County and the region. Responsible for coordinating, monitoring and developing unit training programs, maintaining Sheriff’s Office aircraft in accordance with appropriate Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Regulations and appropriate aircraft maintenance programs.

STATEMENT OF ESSENTIAL JOB DUTIES

1. Supervises all aspects of flight training for Sheriff’s Office pilots, including conducting pilot proficiency and standardization flights and evaluating prospective pilot applicants; supervises Unit pilots during the instructional process of students. Determines flight status of Unit pilots.

2. Manages the ASU Training program to include pilots, tactical flight officers, crew chiefs, rescue technicians, flight medics, and ground support team. Ensures accuracy and completeness of aircrew training records.

3. Oversees the ASU Safety Program and the assigned Aviation Safety Officer. Plans the annual Safety Summit event, organizes and schedules regular Safety Committee meetings, and drafts recommended updates to the safety policy.

4. Oversees the ASU aircraft maintenance program by coordinating all scheduled and unscheduled maintenance with aircraft maintenance contractors. Ensures aircraft maintenance contracts are renewed. Periodically reviews upcoming inspections and aircraft parts for time remaining to overhaul or retirement. Seeks quotes for replacement parts or overhaul. Coordinates and obtains authorization for all aircraft maintenance.

5. Manages maintenance records, logs and job tags, and performs other duties related to aircraft and equipment to ensure required standards are met.

6. Monitors the work of contracted maintenance facilities; evaluates and schedules maintenance in accordance with manufacturer maintenance directives and Sheriff’s Office requirements; inspects contract work performed.

7. Manages ASU Flight Operations to include composing monthly flight schedules, aircrew schedules, and training events.

8. Coordinates regional air operations and programs as directed by the Special Operations Division Commander.

9. Manages the ASU annual budget. Creates budget planning reports containing anticipated future maintenance and operational costs. Reviews allocation to ensure that all aircraft fuel
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STATEMENT OF ESSENTIAL JOB DUTIES (Continued)

and maintenance costs are within the assigned budget. Periodically compiles statistics on operational and budgetary metrics, such as flight hours and significant maintenance expenses, to brief the SCSO chain-of-command.

10. Coordinates and completes federal grant applications when they become available and are applicable to ASU operations and equipment.

11. Manages the Sheriff’s Office Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) program. Assists other counties and agencies within the state with their UAS programs.

12. Performs duties as the subject matter expert in all matters relating to aviation and federal Public Use operations for the Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office.

13. Plans, organizes and conducts joint training exercises with local first responder agencies.

14. Conducts regular meetings and training sessions on a variety of aviation and safety related subjects within SCSO and SAR.

15. May perform duties as Pilot-In-Command (PIC) and operates all Sheriff’s Office aircraft. Conducts airborne search & rescue, law enforcement, and firefighting duties as assigned.

16. Conducts Tactical Flight Officer (TFO) training for all TFO’s. Performs duties as TFO with a second pilot when no TFO is available. Remains proficient in the use and operation of all Sheriff’s Office aircraft avionics and special mission equipment.

17. As a Certified Flight Instructor (CFI), conducts all aviator training for pilots to include inflight emergency procedure training, hoist operations, short haul operations, sling load training, low hover ops, snow ops, slope ops, mountain flying, pinnacle landings, confined area landings, and out-of-ground effect operations. Incorporates Crew Resource Management, Risk Assessment/Management, and Aeronautical Decision Making in all operations.

18. Conducts night vision goggle (NVG) training for all new aircrew members, conducts NVG proficiency training, and assists other Law Enforcement agencies in the state with NVG training and proficiency.

STATEMENT OF OTHER JOB DUTIES

19. Involved with Northwest Regional Aviation which may include the following: coordinate quarterly meetings and regular joint training events throughout the state with local, state, federal and military aviation units; organizes and supervises a regional Communications Exercise involving all NWRA partners; plans, organizes and supervises a yearly aviation joint training exercise.
STATEMENT OF OTHER JOB DUTIES (Continued)

20. Involved with the Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) Aviation Subcommittee that may include the necessity to develop and write federal grant proposals that involve all UASI partners. Attends UASI meetings as required.

21. Involved with the Northwest Region of the Airborne Law Enforcement Association (ALEA). Assists in promoting ALEA activities and programs. Conduct training in areas that affect ALEA partners.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Possession of a valid FAA Commercial Pilot's certificate with a Rotorcraft rating, AND possession of a current Flight Instructor certificate with a Rotorcraft rating, AND possession of a current Class II FAA medical certificate.

Must have a minimum of 2000 rotary wing flight hours, including at least 1000 as Pilot in Command, 1500 hours turbine, and 150 instructor hours.

Must have at least 2 years of experience managing an aviation unit including supervision of training, maintenance and personnel.

Must be a United States citizen or lawful permanent resident; minimum 21 years of age, no maximum age.

LICENSING/SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

A valid Washington State Driver's License, unrestricted except as to vision, is required at time of appointment.


Employee may be armed at times while on duty and must carry official office identification when armed. Must qualify with a firearm on a regular basis.

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS

Possession of an Instrument-Helicopter rating certificate.

Possession of Night Vision Goggle Instructor qualification.

Possession of an Aviation Safety Officer training certificate.
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Spec No. 7022

KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES

Knowledge of:

- the FAA rules and regulations applicable to rotor wing operations and public use aircraft
- principles of law enforcement practices and procedures
- federal, state, and county laws, ordinances and charter provisions related to law enforcement and the policies and procedures of the Sheriff’s Office
- geography of the county
- principles and practices of air operations supervision

Ability to:

- analyze and resolve complex law enforcement problems and complex helicopter operations problems
- establish and maintain good working relationships with all local, state, federal and military aviation partners in the region
- analyze situations quickly and objectively to determine proper course of action.
- coordinate, supervise and evaluate work of subordinate employees
- remain proficient in the use and operation of all Sheriff’s Office aircraft avionics and special mission equipment
- develop program plans, implement policies/programs
- evaluate work accomplishments of subordinate personnel and air crew, to include civilian volunteers
- communicate effectively, both written and verbal, with people regardless of age, sex, social, cultural or ethnic background
- establish and maintain effective working relationships with Sheriff’s Office personnel, personnel of other agencies, and the general public
- assess skills and potential of employees
- lead, motivate, and manage unit to ensure staff is organized, responsible and effective

WORKING CONDITIONS

Positions in this class typically require managing helicopter flight operations; standing for prolonged periods; work outdoors possibly in inclement weather; operate a motor vehicle on public roads for travel throughout the county; piloting helicopters for long periods of time throughout the County and adjacent areas in hazardous situations and adverse weather conditions, exposure to hazardous materials, diseases, and airborne/blood borne pathogens; daily wearing protective gear and equipment; precise control of fingers and hand movements; daily strenuous physical tasks; and lifting, moving and carrying objects over 20 pounds. Shift, holiday and weekend work is required. Overtime and call back may be required.
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Snohomish County is an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) employer. Accommodations for individuals with disabilities are provided upon request. 

EEO policy and ADA notice

Class Established: March 2005
Revised: December 2018
EEO Category: 7- Skilled Craft Worker
Pay Grade: 111 - Management Exempt Pay Plan
Workers Comp: 1501 Hazardous